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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Report purpose 

This Biannual Safeguard Monitoring Report prepared in relation Ebeye Water and Sanitation Project 

(EWSSP) covers the period from April to September 2018. This is the third Safeguard Monitoring Report to 

be prepared for the EWSSP. 

The purpose of the report is to document environmental management activities as well as resettlement and 

related land issues related to the following project contracts:  

• EWSSP01–SWRO01 Osmoflo contract – Supply and installation of Salt Water Reverse Osmosis 

(SWRO) Plant  

• EWSSP-ENUPPS02 - Electrical Network Upgrades and Power Plant Monitoring System  

• EWSSP-WSSP03 - Labor, material and equipment for the construction, rehabilitation and 

refurbishment of water supply and sanitation systems for Ebeye Atoll  

• EWSSP–SSP04 – School Sanitation Upgrade Project 

• EWSSP Power Plant Roofing Project 

B. Project Description 

The project will address factors that result in the high incidence of waterborne disease on Ebeye, an island 

within the Republic of Marshall Islands (RMI). The project will improve access to safe water and sanitation 

and promote behavioral change to improve hygiene standards on the island of Ebeye that has an area of 

approximately 31 hectares and a population of more than 9,600 (population density is about 31,000 persons 

per square kilometer). 

Impact and Outcome. The project impact will be reduced incidence of waterborne disease on Ebeye and is 

aligned with RMI’s national development theme of empowering people and communities to reduce the 

incidence of “access related” poverty through improvements in all areas including social, economic, 

environment, governance and infrastructure as articulated in RMI’s National Strategic Plan (2015–2017). 

The outcome of the project will be improved access to safe water and improved sanitation. 

Outputs: Project outputs include: 

(i) Output 1 - Secure and safe freshwater supplies: Ebeye’s public water supply system will be 

improved and safe freshwater supplied continuously to all households by:  

a) increasing the availability of freshwater to each resident of Ebeye to 28 gallons per day through 

(a) the installation of a new SWRO unit with a freshwater production capacity of 420,000 gallons 

per day,  (b) construction of 2 new saltwater wells with capacity to fully meet the saltwater 

demand, (c) construction of a brine outfall to dispose of brine effluent from the SWRO plant, and 

(d) installation of bulk supply meters at strategic locations within the water supply network; 
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b) improving the delivery of freshwater through the freshwater supply network by: (a) the 

construction of a new freshwater pumping station, (b) installation of a 25,000-gallon elevated 

freshwater reservoir, (c) implementation of a leak detection and repair program and replacement 

of up to 2600 feet of water mains, and (d) replacement of up to 900 freshwater service 

connections and installation of prepayment water meters on all freshwater service connections; 

and 

c) expanding the freshwater supply network by approximately 2400 feet and installation of service 

connections to 275 un-serviced households. 

(ii) Output 2 - Effective, efficient and safe sewerage services. The sewerage system on Ebeye will be 

upgraded to minimize the frequency and severity of uncontrolled sewage overflows and to reduce 

the environmental and health impacts of effluent disposal by: 

a) upgrading the sewerage system by: (a) reconstructing all sewage pump stations (4 No.), (b) 

rehabilitating or replacing existing sewers, (c) rehabilitating or replacing manholes, and 

expanding the sewerage system and connecting un-serviced households in North Camp and Fire 

Victims areas; 

b) upgrading of the saltwater supply system including: (a) rehabilitation or replacement of saltwater 

mains, (b) rehabilitation or replacement of saltwater service connections, (c) construction of an 

elevated saltwater reservoir with a capacity of 50,000 liters, and (d) replacement of corroded fire 

hydrants (which are connected to the saltwater supply system) with new corrosion resistant 

hydrants.; 

c) improving the treatment and disposal of sewage by: (a) installing primary sewage treatment 

facilities (milli-screen), and (b) replacement of the existing lagoon outfall with a new outfall with a 

length of 350m discharging at a depth of 35m. 

(iii) Output 3 - Enhanced hygiene awareness and improved hygiene behaviors. A hygiene awareness 

and promotion program focusing on women and children and building upon hygiene awareness 

and promotion activities undertaken during the project preparation will be implemented over the full 

duration of the project. Output 3 will comprise: (i) educational activities that promote good 

sanitation and hygiene practices that help prevent water and sanitation related diseases; and (ii) 

upgrading and expanding sanitation facilities at schools where the ratio of students to functioning 

toilets exceeds 150 students per toilet. 

(iv) Output 4 – Secure electricity supply for water supply and sewerage operations. Power 

generation and electrical distribution system on Ebeye will be improved to address high risks to 

Ebeye’s water supply and sewerage systems by: (i) replacing the Ebeye power station high 

voltage busbars and protection equipment, (ii) replacing the existing switchgear, (iii) installing a 

power plant data monitoring system, and (iv) replacing all wooden power poles. 

(v) Output 5: Financial and technical sustainability of Kwajalein Atoll Joint Utility Resource, Inc. A 

program to assist KAJUR to implement its reform strategy to build KAJUR’s financial, technical, 

and operational sustainability will be implemented. The program will: (i) strengthen KAJUR’s 

financial management systems; (ii) implement the tariff frameworks developed during project 

preparation to ensure KAJUR services are accessible to all households, including those in greatest 

hardship, and targeting full recovery of operations, maintenance, and depreciation costs; (iii) 

introduce mechanisms to improve cost recovery such as universal (prepayment) metering of 
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electricity and freshwater supply; (iv) review of the personnel structure and strengthening KAJUR’s 

administrative capacity; and (v) strengthen water and sewerage operations.  

To foster household water conservation and reduce KAJUR’s water supply and sewerage system 

operational costs, KAJUR will implement a household water service and sanitation fixtures 

program to repair plumbing leaks and install water efficient water supply and sanitation fixtures and 

will initially focus on the poorer households on Ebeye. 

C. ADB Safeguard Policies 

All projects funded and/or administered by ADB must comply with the Safeguards Policy Statement (SPS). 

The purpose of the environmental safeguards is to ensure the environmental soundness and sustainability 

of projects and to support the integration of environmental considerations into project decision-making. The 

policy is accompanied by the Environmental Safeguards Good Practice Sourcebook (2012). The policy 

promotes international good practice as reflected in recognized standards such as the World Bank Group’s 

Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines. 

The SPS requires several additional environmental considerations to that generally undertaken in 

accordance with the National Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) and related legislation. These 

include: (i) identification of project environmental risks and respective mitigation measures and project 

assurances; (ii) development of a project level grievance redress mechanism (GRM) including 

documentation in the Environmental Management Plan (EMP); (iii) definition of the project area of influence; 

(iv) undertaking a physical cultural resources damage prevention analysis; (v) identification of climate 

change mitigation and adaptation strategies; (vi) identification of biodiversity conservation and natural 

resources management requirements; and (vii) ensuring that the EMP includes an implementation schedule 

and (measurable) performance indicators. 

D. National and local policy, legal and administration framework 

In addition to compliance with the ADB Safeguards policies, the project must comply with RMI government 

policies and legislation. Including: 

• The environmental impact assessment (EIA) Regulation and associated EMP  

• Earthmoving Regulations. These regulations stipulate that all earthmoving activities in the RMI require 

an earthmoving permit 

• Draft Sustainable Development Regulations – which require development permit for the construction of 

the sewer and brine outfalls. 

Further detail on the local environmental policy context is provided in the Initial Environmental Examination 

(IEE) which has been provided to ADB as a separate report.  
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II. Project Safeguards Status 

A. Status overview 

The following general activities have been undertaken to prepare the project environmental and social 

safeguards in the period of this report: 

• For the SWRO plant, continued visual monitoring of the marine environment at the location of the 

SWRO brine discharge point and monitoring of site health and safety conditions 

• Substantial community and stakeholder engagement related to temporary impacts of the construction 

activities associated with the EWSSP-WSSP03  

• Management of the resettlement of a family previously residing at the wastewater treatment plant site 

and the preparation of an issue specific Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP) (Appendix A) 

• With the award of the EWSSP-SSP04 Contract, initial stakeholder discussion has commenced and 

review of the Contract requirements, work safety, waste management, individual school designs 

timeframe for start and completion, shipping constraints and materials delivery  

Appendix B provides a summary of key meetings held during the reporting period that relate to safeguards. 

B. Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) 

The Grievance Redress Mechanism process was discussed and approved by KAJUR and Alap 

representatives during the last monitoring period as well as the current monitoring period.  Materials were 

also provided to key stakeholders, including Alap Reps, KALGOV, National and Local Police, Chief 

Secretary’s Office and RMIEPA through KAJUR.  Information was also provided for the High Chief through 

the Alap Representative Chairman.   

The GRM has been updated to be consistent across the project, and provide current contact details of the 

persons responsible for logging claims and providing feedback. The poster prepared advises and informs 

Ebeye residents of how they can make a grievance claim, and this has been placed on the noticeboard at 

KALGOV and in KAJUR office and at the SWRO facility main entrance for this period.  Posters were also 

distributed to Schools during this monitoring period.  The poster is available in both English and 

Marshallese.  For the North Camp, posters were distributed to several ‘moms and pops stores’ to attach to 

window notice boards.   

There has been no significant grievance claims related to the project during this monitoring period, which 

were not able to be resolved such that all parties were satisfied.  Further details are provided in Appendix C.  

Some key issues were as follows: 

• Temporary road closures causing waste management issues for residents 

• Usage of space not within the EWSSP boundaries for storage of materials without proper request as 

per customary processes and consent of Traditional Land Owners 

• Clarification of land boundaries by neighbors adjacent to the Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) school for 

the works associated with the EWSSP-SSP04 contract 

• Unplanned pipe breakages due to excavation work causing disruption to water supply services to 

residents  
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• Issues with some businesses of negative impacts to customer base due to crossing relating to works at 

Wells site 

• Relocation of toilet block construction at GEM School due to constraints with access and disruption to 

adjacent property – Initial discussions with landowner scheduled for early October 2018  

The Contractor for EWSSP-WSSP03 (CCB Envico Pty Ltd) was advised by KAJUR GM of the process for 

engaging the community and landowners and any complaints are to be directed to the PMU and the DTL, as 

per GRM process.  The GRM process and posters were also discussed and distributed at the Meeting. 

Minutes of the Meeting are attached in Appendix D.   
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III. EWSSP01 – SWRO PLANT 

A. Description of the works 

This component of the project involves increasing the availability of freshwater to each resident of Ebeye to 

28 gallons per day through: 

• The installation of two new SWRO units with a freshwater production capacity of 420,000 gallons per 

day, construction of 2 new saltwater wells with capacity to fully meet the saltwater demand 

• Construction of a brine outfall to dispose of brine effluent from the SWRO plant 

• Installation of bulk supply meters at strategic locations within the water supply network 

B. Implementation Status 

The effective date for the contract execution with Osmoflo was April 29, 2016. All civil works for the SWRO 

units and salt water wells was completed in in September/October 2017. The SWRO commissioning and 

testing has been completed and operation support period continued during this reporting period.  

As reported previously the construction of a brine outfall has been put on hold as consideration is given to 

whether an outfall is necessary. For the last 12 month period the SWRO plant has been operating with brine 

discharging in the near-shore area adjacent to the seawall. 

C. Social Safeguards Monitoring Results 

• One significant adverse social impact during this period, though not caused by the project, relates to 

power outages which occurred in May 2018, then frequently in August 2018 and during the last two 

weeks of September 2018.  The outages resulted in failures in the plant and limited the ability to 

produce water.  Subsequently, the number of people relying on accessing water from the tap at the 

SWRO plant increased and wait times increased. This is not a result of any EWSSP construction 

works, though.  

• The work on the SWRO facilities and the saltwater wells has occurred on KAJUR leased land and 

within KAJUR facilities. All activities relating to the EWSSP are within the scope of the land lease.   

• The contractor has a Health and Safety Plan, and the Supervisor for Osmoflo is the nominated person 

responsible for health and safety matters. All personnel involved in the SWRO Plant works received 

safety training.  The Health and Safety plan provides the majority of safety measures and risk 

management resources for the SWRO Plant. 

• With the commencement of operations period since last monitoring period, the noise in and around the 

facility has increased.  Hearing protection is required for any workers working inside the building where 

the plant is operational.  Noise attenuation have been placed around the filter area to reduce noise 

levels for people standing in close proximity to the site, as well as those living and working in the area. 

This site was previously exposed to the street, and therefore, the noise from the SWRO is now 

decreased and does not significantly affect the nearby residents or public.  No noise complaints have 

been received. 
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A number of community engagement activities to strengthen awareness around the SWRO operations were 

undertaken in this reporting period including: 

• Discussions of the Safety of SWRO drinking Water, through the Water Survey prepared for KAJUR 

and led by the Project Implementation Assistance Consultants (PIAC)  

• KAJUR staff visiting schools to present to 1-3 graders on hygiene and water quality  

• Visits of school kids during the summer to the SWRO Plan, Well Sites and the Brine discharge point to 

learn about how the water is produced, water safety and conservation.   

The RMIEPA also advised KAJUR during the previous reporting period that the tap area needs to be 

properly cleaned. Periodic cleaning of the public tap and area are now carried out to ensure compliance 

with RMIEPA regulations as well as to reduce health risks to children and residents obtaining drinking 

water from the RO Tap.  Action was taken on this matter for the KAJUR crew to help clean the tap area. 

This was carried out well in particular for the High-Level Tour.  This is a work in progress for KAJUR crew 

to try and handle cleaning and securing of the public tap area due to the frequent usage during rationed 

and/or power outages.   

D. Environmental Safeguards Monitoring Results 

For the last two monitoring periods and the current period, consideration was given as to whether the brine 

outfall construction is actually required as the receiving environment at the beach area is largely degraded, 

dispersion due to wave action provides dilution of the highly saline brine and discharge volumes are not 

substantial. The RMIEPA were proposing to test the salinity dispersion however do not have the staff or 

equipment available. Instead the brine outflow monitoring is currently being conducted via visual inspection. 

This interim plan has been developed in consultation with representatives from the EPA. The EPA is 

considering options for a long term solution and testing protocol should it become necessary.  

Brine outfall monitoring of discharges observations indicate no significant impacts to the marine life.  Fishing 

by locals is still similar every week with good results.  Additionally, comparisons of the pH conditions are 

neutral at 6.8 to 7 pH units, per weekly production.   

The Osmoflo Health, Safety and Environmental Management Plan which was previously provided to KAJUR 

early during the Project is used as guidance by the RO Crew to manage the environmental, health and 

safety around the SWRO 
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IV. EWSSP-ENUPPS02 – ELECTRICAL NETWORK UPGRADES AND POWER PLANT 
MONITORING SYSTEM 

A. Description of the works 

The objective of this component of the project is to improve the power generation and electrical distribution 

system on Ebeye to address high risks to Ebeye’s water supply and sewerage systems. The scope of works 

include the following:  

• Replacing the Ebeye power station high voltage busbars and protection equipment 

• Replacing the existing switchgear 

• Installing a power plant data monitoring system 

• Replacing all wooden power poles. 

The Osmoflo Health, Safety and Environmental Management Plan which was previously provided to 

KAJUR early during the Project is used as guidance by the RO Crew to manage the environmental, health 

and safety around the SWRO.  

B. Implementation Status 

No physical works have commenced for the ENUPPS component of the EWSSP. A tender was issued 

during the previous monitoring period and one Tender was selected and approved by KAJUR and ADB. 

However, the Combined Utilities Board did not agree with the decision and has proposed that the contract 

be retendered. 

C. Social Safeguards Monitoring Results 

There have been no adverse social impacts during the monitoring period. KAJUR has secured/renewed the 

land lease for the land in which the power plant and associated facilities are located. As there has not been 

any works related to the electrical network upgrades or power plant, there is nothing to report regarding 

labor, health and safety, noise and other social impacts. 

D. Environmental Safeguards Monitoring Results 

No physical works have commenced this monitoring period. The contractor will be required to prepare a 

Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), Occupational Safety, Health and Environmental 

(OSHE) Plan and a Traffic Management and a Programme of Work for submission to the RMIEPA 

Headquarters.  
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V. EWSSP-WSSP03 - LABOR, MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION, REHABILITATION AND REFURBISHMENT OF WATER SUPPLY 

AND SANITATION SYSTEMS FOR EBEYE ATOLL 

A. Description of the works 

The objective of this component of the project is to provide secure and safe freshwater supplies and 

effective and efficient and safe sewerage services. The scope of works involved with this component of the 

project includes: 

• Water supply system construction, rehabilitation and refurbishment including: 

− the construction of a new freshwater pumping station  

− installation of a 25,000-gallon elevated freshwater reservoir  

− implementation of a leak detection and repair program and replacement of up to 2600 feet of water 

mains  

− replacement of up to 900 freshwater service connections and installation of prepaid water meters 

on all freshwater service connections  

− expanding the freshwater supply network by approximately 2400 feet and installation of service 

connections to 275 un-serviced households 

• Sewerage system construction, rehabilitation and refurbishment including: 

− constructing of four new sewerage pump stations  

− rehabilitating or replacing existing sewers 

− rehabilitating or replacing manholes, and expanding the sewerage system and connecting un-

serviced households in North Camp and Fire Victims areas 

− upgrading of the saltwater supply system including:  

a. rehabilitation or replacement of saltwater mains 

b. rehabilitation or replacement of saltwater service connections  

c. construction of an elevated saltwater reservoir with a capacity of 50,000 liters  

d. replacement of corroded fire hydrants (which are connected to the saltwater supply system) 

with new corrosion resistant hydrants 

e. improving the treatment and disposal of sewage by: (a) installing primary sewage treatment 

facilities (milli-screen) and (b) replacement of the existing lagoon outfall with a new outfall 

with a length of 350 m discharging at a depth of 35 m. 

B. Implementation Status 

Physical works commenced for this component of the project during this monitoring period, with the contract 

being awarded to CCB Envico Pty Ltd (CCB). As of September 2018 works completed or in progress 

include: 

• Installation of the majority of the sewer force-main and some of the sewer manholes (works continuing) 

• Installation of sewer, potable and saltwater reticulation networks in the North Camp 

• Demolition of the old wastewater treatment plant oxidation ditch and construction of the screen, flow 

meter and discharge chambers at the site 

• Pre-casting of deeper manhole bases 
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All preparatory work with respect to environmental and social safeguards have been facilitated prior to 

commencement of works with the submission and review of CCB documents: 

• Traffic Management Plan 

• Occupational Health and Safety Management Plan 

• Environmental Management Plan 

All required submissions have been made to the RMIEPA for the EWSSP Earth Moving Permit and a 

number of meetings with the RMIEPA in Majuro and Ebeye were facilitated by the PIAC to ensure works 

could commence. In addition, an Annual Works Permit for KAJUR’s regular operation and maintenance was 

updated and approved. The works permit is provided in Appendix E,  

C. Social Safeguards Monitoring Results 

There have been no significant adverse social impacts during the monitoring period due in part to regular 

safeguards monitoring, cooperation of Public Works, National and Local Police, Contractor and 

Communities, which help to ensure concerns and key challenges were resolved before they became 

prohibitive to resolve.  

Land acquisition and resettlement concerns were identified and impact mitigation options proposed during 

the design phases. Now, during construction phase and this reporting period the following issues have been 

identified and addressed: 

• Management of the resettlement of a family previously residing at the wastewater treatment plant site 

who needed to be relocated prior to demolition of the oxidation ditch. Further details are provided in the 

issue specific Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP) in Appendix A 

• The location of the new main sewage pumping station. The land where the existing pumping station 

has 2 household structures abutting KAJUR’s facility, leaving no way of upgrading/replacing the old 

pumping station without impacting on the household structures. There are few other options for the 

location of the new pumping station. The PIAC and KAJUR gathered supporting documentation before 

meeting formally with the landowners to consult on possible alternative locations and/or options should 

these 2 households be asked to relocate; the discussions took place in August 2017 and December, 

2017 with the landowners. A final decision was made at the end of June 2018 this monitoring period by 

KAJUR, with advice from both the Contractor and the PIAC for the refurbishing of the existing MSPS at 

location as the alternative sites were not able to be negotiated with landowners.    

• At the end of this period, no household structures in North Camp and Fire Victims were significantly 

affected due to the excavations and installations of the pipes and associated works. In the previous 

Safeguards report, information in regards to potentially affected households were included in reference 

to potential impacts, however these impacts were able to be avoided. 

• Formal land lease arrangements with landowners for sewage pump stations 1 and 2 were either 

covered under the new KADA Land Lease Agreement and/or the previous Land Lease Agreement. All 

Landowners provided their verbal support and there were no conflicts on KAJUR or public corridors.  

During the monitoring period, KAJUR and the PIAC have updated the original Land Acquisition and 

Resettlement Plan.  
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This process has included: 

− Consultations with landowners and the Project Steering Committee regarding the use of land for 

easements 

− Land leases secured for KAJUR key facilities, including the sewage treatment plant 

− Consideration of options and alternatives to avoid and/or reduce the impact on household 

structures in North Camp and Fire Victims, and a revised inventory of impacts 

− Investigations and discussions of alternative locations for the Main Sewage Pumping Station 

(MSPS) 

− Progress on the updated Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan Impact on people’s movements 

and safety during the construction of the elevated tanks. 

• Consideration and approval for the demolition of the front road site of the toilet blocks at the NC Site to 

make room for a Pump Station was approved by the Landowner 

• Demolition and removal of Hospital Container at east site of Wells outside the SWRO site should it be 

needed during the upcoming Project to build/construct the Water Tower in early 2019 

• Consideration for medium- and long-term safety, environmental and social impacts of public in terms of 

access way at the SWRO site, has been discussed with Landowners and informal meeting with 

residents this period.    

• Resolution of concern over the erection of a fence around the space adjacent to the Oxidation Ditch by 

CCB without appropriate consultations with the Landowner.  This site was a designated community 

volleyball area and was not part of previous landowner impacts discussed with the community. Once 

alerted discussions with CCB and the Land Owner (Alap Nelson) occurred immediately and consent 

was obtained. Minutes from this consultation are provided in Appendix F.   

Preparation and several meetings were also held at the end of this monitoring period to host a second 

Community Consultation in October 2018; the discussions centered, particularly on the Toilet Blocks where 

the front half facing the main road will be demolished to make room for a new Pump Station.   

D. Environmental Safeguards Monitoring Results 

Physical works have commenced during this period. The contractor was required to prepare a CEMP, which 

was submitted to the RMIEPA in April 2018. During this period, no significant environmental adverse 

impacts resulted due in part to close monitoring and cooperation of Contractor.  
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VI. EWSSP – SSP04 – SCHOOL SANITATION PROJECT 

A. Description of the works 

The objective of this component of the project is to improve the sanitation facilities across six schools in 

Ebeye. The scope of works include the following:  

• Construct and upgrade sanitation facilities for six schools, primarily improvement of water supply for 

toilet flushing and handwashing, and regrading of sewer lines 

• Construction of two toilet blocks 

B. Implementation Status 

No physical works have commenced for the SSP04 during the reporting period. However the tender was 

issued and contract awarded to A/C Construction Co & Services in August 2018. Pre-start meetings were 

held towards the end of this reporting period with the contractor and stakeholders in preparation for the 

works to commence.  

C. Social Safeguards Monitoring Results 

No physical works have commenced this monitoring period. However, with the contract being awarded in 

August and substantial delays between the design phase and the works commencing discussions were held 

with the schools to confirm the scope and timing of the works and to present the GRM process and provide 

opportunity for them to raise any issues. 

D. Environmental Safeguards Monitoring Results 

No physical works commenced during this monitoring period. But, a pre-start meeting was held in early 

September 2018 with the AC Construction.  Part of the discussions also included the importance of health, 

safety and environmental affects resulting from the Project, in particular where children are concerned.  The 

Contractor was also advised their works relating to earth moving (which would not be considered significant) 

and associated works are covered under the Annual Works Permit therefore no separate Application 

submission to the RMIEPA is required.   
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

Environmental Safeguards  

All preparatory work has been completed to address the environmental safeguards requirements for the 

project, including update of the IEE and the EMP; these guided the works carried out during this period. The 

RMIEPA Earth Moving Permit application for the water and sewerage upgrade works has also been 

developed and submitted to the RMIEPA.  Additionally, all designs have been submitted to the RMIEPA and 

verbal and email approval has been issued during this monitoring period.   

The HPO Application has been approved and submitted to the RMIEPA as part of the Earth Moving 

Application.  

The SWRO brine discharge point visual monitoring has continued with no adverse effects recorded. 

Social Safeguards 

There has been substantial community and stakeholder engagement related to temporary impacts of the 

construction activities associated with the EWSSP-WSSP03 as outlined in Appendix B. A number of 

grievances have been raised by the public during this monitoring related to works being undertaken as part 

of the WSSP03 contract. These were successfully responded to and resolved as outlined in Appendix C.  

Also during the reporting period the resettlement of a family previously residing at the wastewater treatment 

plant site was managed. The family is headed by a KAJUR Employee and moved into the KAJUR Water 

Office which was refitted to provide accommodation which is equivalent/an improvement on the demolished 

structure. An issue specific Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan (LARP) was prepared as part of this 

process (Appendix A). 

The options for replacement or refurbishment of the Main Sewerage Pump Station (MSPS) continued to be 

discussed with resettlement impacts a core consideration in the decision. Due to constraints with land 

availability it was agreed that the existing MSPS would be refurbished, with the same footprint maintained. 

There is expected to be some temporary resettlement impacts to the residents in the two adjoining 

households and they have been consulted about the proposal and understand and are in agreement.  The 

original LARP is being updated to reflect this change.  

All impacts to structures expected to be affected with the installation of new saltwater and freshwater 

infrastructure (reported in previous monitoring periods) in the North Camp and Fire Victims area were able 

to be avoided. 

Follow up actions 

The following items will require follow up during the subsequent monitoring period: 

• Secured consent of land used not on KAJUR lease with Alap Landowner 

• Issuance Document for EWSSP from EPA Headquarters  

• Funds to assist temporary relocation of several families around the MSPS during construction 

• Liaison/Consultation with Alap Monin Weto 

• Cultural and Protocol discussions/refresher with Contractor



 

APPENDICES 



 

Appendix A – Wastewater Treatment Plant Land Acquisition and 
Resettlement Plan 



 

Appendix B – Record of key meetings held during the reporting period 
with internal and external stakeholders 

 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Team Meeting with CCB Sara Eldib (SE) (CCB), Yumi 
Crisostomo (YC) (PIAC), Ed 
Bobo (EB) (KAJUR) 

draft review for EMP, HSE  Monday April 2, 
2018 

Team Meeting Romeo Alfred (RA) (KAJUR), 
YC, EB 

Discussions on preparation 
of a Water Survey 

Monday April 2, 
2018 

Team meeting YC, Jerry Jeadrick (JJ) 
(KAJUR), RA, EB 

1st Meeting to discuss re:  
Mayor’s Conference and 
Safeguards matters, 
progress  

Friday April 6 

Team Meeting with 
Contractor 

SE, Gavril Trand (GT) 
(PIAC), YC 

Claims Review, EMP Saturday April 7, 
2018 

Team Meeting RA, YC, JJ, Kitlang Kabua 
(KK) (KAJUR), EB, Julian 
Reimers (JR) (KAJUR) 

Discussions for 
presentation and tour 
finalize prep for Australian 
Ambassador’s Visit to RMI  

Monday April 9, 
2018 

Team with Mayor’s 
Association 
PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR 

YC presentation to Mayor 
Association’s Conference 

Discussion Presentation 
made to Marshall Islands 
Mayor’s Conference at 
Opening Day 

Tuesday April 10 

Team Meeting YC, JJ, JR Finalize Cardboard 
presentation for SWRO for 
Australian Ambassador  

Wed April 11, 
2018 
 

Team meeting at Site SE, YC Work with Sara at site to 
see how Traffic 
Management is needed at 
areas 

Wed April 11, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, JJ, Jeremy Loeak (JL) 
(KAJUR), KK with Australian 
Ambassador and Delegation 

Meeting on site with 
Australian Delegation to 
discuss SWRO, NC and 
residential conditions  

Thursday April 12, 
2018 

Team meeting with 
stakeholders, Landowner 
Reps and Contractor 

Capelle Antibas (KALGOV), 
YC, RA, SE, EB, Jessie 
Ricketa (Alap Reps), Malolo 
Malolo (EPA), Jackson 
(Local Police), Jikoko Sheet 
(National Police) 

Update on start of Project, 
Contract, Traffic 
Management process, 
HSE and EMP, waste 
management  

Friday April 13 

PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with EPA 

YC, Damiee Riklon (Ebeye 
EPA) 

Discussions on Contractor 
EMP and site visits of start 
areas 

Friday April 13 

Team Meeting EB, YC, Norinalynn Jacklick 
(Gina) (PIAC), Stephanie 
Ishimura (SI) (PIAC), John 
Kabua (KAJUR), JR 

Water Survey discussions Tuesday April 17, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, EB, GT Brief meeting re:  
Environmental matters for 
EWSSP Permit 

Wed April 18 

Team Meeting YC, Nathan Nathan (NN) 
(PIAC), Gina, SI 

Discussions on Child 
Protection Policy  

Wed April 18 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with EPA 
General Manager in 
Majuro 

YC, General Manager (GM) 
Moriana Phillips ( EPA 
Headquarters) 

Meeting in Majuro re:  
Submission of finalized 
EMP, HSE and Traffic 
Management Plan, 
discussions on key items 

Thursday April 19 

 
PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with EPA GM in 
Majuro 
 

YC, GM Moriana, EPA Meeting in Majuro with 
EPA GM continues re:  
Outfall, EMP 

Friday April 20, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, JR, JL, Michael (KAJUR 
SWRO Operator) 

Site Visit with SWRO 
Operators re:  discussions 
on small leak for Trains 
and actions to take to 
reduce social impacts 

Saturday April 21, 
2018 

Meeting with selected 
residents at Loie  
 

YC and NN with residents 
from Loien Weto 

Meeting with residents re: 
garbage issues  

Saturday April 21 

PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with Director 
Public Works 

YC, Wesley Lemari, Director 
Pubic Works 

Meeting with Public Works 
to resolve garbage  

Saturday April 21 

Meeting and site tour 
with EPA Ebeye 

Damiee Riklon (EPA Ebeye), 
YC 

Site Visit and meeting with 
EPA Ebeye management 
to discuss updates, 
excavation matters, 
garbage disposal 

Monday April 23  

Team Meeting with EPA 
 

RA, Damiee (EPA), YC, EB, 
Kitlang Kabua 

Meeting to prepare for any 
oil leaks from working 
vehicles and procedures 

Monday April 23 

 
PIAC with EPA Ebeye 

YC, Damiee (EPA) Meeting with EPA on 
Timeline of projects, 
updates, site visit 

Tuesday April 24 

Team with Contractor 
 

Digga Pyke (CCB), GT, YC, 
EB 

Site Meeting to discuss 
unmapped pipes, NTA 
cables and direct effects to 
water/salt 

Wednesday April 
25 

Team with Contractor Gav, Yumi, Sara, Digga Site visit Discussions on 
pipe main, breakages, 
water distributions 

Thursday April 26 

Team meeting 
 

Julian, Yumi, Jeremy, 
Jibokwe, Michael 

SWRO discussions on 
small leakages at Plant 
pipes, flange and 
mitigation measures and 
timing to ensure reduced 
impacts to residents due to 
low water production    

Friday April 27, 
2018 

Excavations sites 
Meeting 

Traffic police, Yumi, Ed B Traffic control meeting at 
site 

Monday May 2, 
2018 
 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Team Meeting Jeremy, Michael, Yumi Discussions on 
Safeguards monitoring, 
Water quality, distribution, 
discharges 

Monday May 02, 
2018 

 JR, YC, Michael, Jibokwe Safeguards monitoring, 
water leaking at public tap 
area, sanitation issues at 
tap area 

Tuesday May 03, 
2018 

Excavation main road 
site 

Keywest (NTA), EB, YC Discuss collaboration for 
installing Telecom Cable  

Monday May 07, 
2018 

Training with key 
departments 

NN, YC, SI, Amy Riklon (IA), 
Masao Sengebau (PSC), 
Calvin Juda (KALGOV), 
Kitlang Kabua (KAJUR) 

Discussions for Health and 
safety of community and 
children relating to 
excavation sites and work 
out connection to Hygiene 
and information distribution  

Mon May 07, 2018 

Meeting re:  School 
Sanitation Project 

Kiorong Sam (Jabro School), 
YC, EB 

SSP discussions and 
upcoming hygiene/safety 
activities  

Tuesday May 8, 
2018 

Meeting re  training on 
Water Survey 

YC, NN, SI, Gina, John 
Kabua 

Discussions on Water 
Survey discussions with 
residents  

Wednesday May 
9, 2018 

Team meeting with 
Landowner 

Alap Nelson Bolkeim 
(Landowner), RA, YC, EB, 
Ben Jacklick (Landowner) 

Update on new Contract, 
Excavations needed, 
community assistance 

Thursday May 10, 
2018 

Team deployment and 
discussion with residents 

NN, Gina, SI, YC, John 
Kabua 

Commence Water Survey 
re:  safety, availability, 
quality of SWRO produced 
water, public relations 

Friday May 11, 
2018 

Team deployment and 
discussions with 
residents 

NN, Gina Commence Water Survey 
re:  safety, availability, 
quality of SWRO produced 
water, public relations 

Saturday May 12, 
2018 

PSS Library and 2nd 
Grade Classroom 

 Team Meeting with 
Teachers/Principals/Students 

  HSE and Hygiene   Monday May 14 

Team Meeting with Leroij 
Anta 

Leroij Anta and YC (on 
behalf of EWSSP/KAJUR)  

Progress of EWSSP, what 
the excavations mean, 
land management issues, 
needing support 

Monday May 14, 
2018 

Team Meeting  RA, Ed B, Yumi Discussions on option for 
relocating of family by 
Oxidation Ditch, any issues 
on health and safety, 
funding issues 

Tuesday May 15, 
2018 

Team survey with 
residents 

John Kabua, Gina, SI, YC Water Survey relating to 
water quality, hygiene, 
availability, public relations 

Wednesday May 
16, 2018 

Team survey with 
residents 

John Kabua, Gina, SI, YC Water Survey relating to 
water quality, hygiene, 
availability, public relations 

Thursday May 17, 
2018 

Team Meeting with 
Contractor 

GT, EB, YC, Kevin (CCB) Discussions on the 
Oxidation Ditch re:  waste 
management 

Friday May 18 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

KAJUR Training Center Gillian Biscoe, Jessica 
Gardner, YC, Jessica Calep, 
KK, Ramanty Chong-gum,  
Martha Williams, Lisako 
Lojkar, Rose, Monica 
Kemem, Amy Riklon, 
Alosiana, Bernie Kabua, 
Jabkol, Jenita Korok (Public 
School System (PSS)) 

Gender Meeting/Training Wed May 23, 
2018 

KAJUR Conference 
Room 

YC, Gillian Biscoe, Jessica 
Gardner, KK  

Meeting to discuss/review 
of results of GENDER 
Meeting 

Friday May 25, 
2018 

Team Meeting with 
Contractor at site 

YC, GT, K (CCB), EB Oxidation Ditch/Waste 
Management and 
Garbage, discussions to 
ensure nil rocks are taken 
out to residential areas  

Monday May 28, 
2018 

Team Meeting with 
personnel to relocate  

Josabot, YC, EB, JR  Discussion of temporary 
relocation of family/Health 
and safety of family 
relating to Oxidation Ditch 
demolition 

Monday May 28, 
2018 

Team Meeting RA, EB, GT, YC Resettlement issues 
relating to the MSPS 

Monday May 28, 
2018  

Team Meeting JR, EB, YC Meeting for a decision of 
location for new house and 
whether inside the 
structure is sufficient for 
Josabot’s family as they 
will move from their 
existing KAJUR house 
building to the newer 
building 100 feet away.   

Tuesday May 29, 
2018 

KAJUR  EB, YC, SE Updates to Annual Work 
Programme, Job safety 
relating to the OSHE Plan, 
Traffic Management at site 
road excavations  

Wednesday May 
30, 2018 

Discussions on how to 
receive trouble calls 

Heaty Paul, Calynn M, Merci, 
YC, Bolet Joseph 

Discussions/Meeting on 
logging of complaints for 
water, sewerage and 
Power 

Thursday May 31, 
2018 

Team Meeting and 
Osmoflo 

RA, Graig (Osmoflo), JL, YC, 
EB, JR 

Discussions on High Level 
Visit from Australia 
(Minister Judy Bishop and 
Delegation) 

Thursday May 31, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, RA, EB, KK High Level Visit discuss 
process, and logistics will 
be, and for DTL to prepare 
a draft presentation with 
Osmoflo for sharing with 
Team, and assist lead tour.    

Friday June 01, 
2018 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Team Meeting YC, JR, EB, JL, Michael, JJ Secure/coordinate 
assistance for ensuring tap 
area is clean and ensure 
set up for inventory shelfs 
are completed for High 
Level Event 

Friday June 01, 
2018 

Team Meeting RA, EB, YC, JR, JJ  Looking through plan of 
action, procession, tour 
Programme 

Monday June 04, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, JR Meeting at each site to 
ensure all ok and ready for 
High Level Meeting/tour, 
final touches, Meeting with 
PSS to ensure connect 
some of the kids 

Tuesday June 05 

Tour Meeting Iroij Mike Kabua, Hon. 
Minister Judy Bishop, Hon. 
Minister Penny Wong, 
Senator Claire Moore, Hon. 
Minister David Paul, Alap 
Nelson Bolkeim, Hon. Mayor 
Hirata J. Kabua, 
Romeo,Gavril, Yumi,  Eliza 
Wood, Ed Bobo, Australian 
Delegation  

High Level Meeting with 
RMI and Australian 
Ministers on EWSSP, 
including any safeguards 
key issues, Tour of Sites 

Wed June 06, 
2018 

Team Meeting RA, EB, JR, YC Debriefing on High Level 
Meeting 

Thursday June 07, 
2018 

Team and volunteer 
meeting 

 NN (Red Cross), Emem 
Korok (Kumit), Amy (Internal 
Affairs -Women and Children 
Division), YC( PIAC), Calvin 
Juda(KALGOV/EPA), Masao 
(Chief Sec Office) 

Prepare programme for 
Emergency response for 
Summer Camp kids 

 Friday June 8, 
2018 

Team and WSSP03 
Contractor 

YC, GT, Ed B   Site visit at North Camp 
and some discussion on 
distance of proposed 
restroom site location 
structure whether too close 
to kitchen house which can 
cause health problems 

Monday June 18, 
2018 

Team Meeting RA, YC Discussions on usage of 
land already claimed 
without landowner consent 
outside the boundary of 
the Old Oxidation Ditch  

Thursday June 21, 
2018 

Meeting with Contractor YC, SE Discussions on Land used 
by Contractor without prior 
consent and not already 
part of the KAJUR Lease 

Thursday June 21, 
2018 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Meeting with Landowner Alap Nelson, YC Meeting with an aim to 
resolve and reaffirm 
KAJUR’s views and 
alignment with customary 
processes relating to land 
issues, and request work 
out verbal approval of 
usage of land already 
occupied by Contractor 
without Land Owner 
consent, GRM Process 

Thursday June 21, 
2018 

Team Meeting YC, SI, Tokne Loeak (Intern), 
Kunio Lemari, (Intern), Amy 
Riklon (Ministry of Internal 
Affairs), Sonia Tagailoa 
(Teacher), Aka Jacklick 
(Intern) 

Training of volunteers for 
the SWRO Plant open day 
in GHD’s child protection 
policy, and SWRO HSE 
risk management plans 

Friday June 22, 
2018 

Team Meeting Cindy Bryson (CB) (PIAC 
Resettlement Specialist), YC 

Via conference, 
Discussions on relocation 
of family from Oxidation 
Ditch compound to another 
location 

Friday June 22, 
2018 

Team and Volunteers 
meeting 

Gina, Tokne, Kunio, SI, YC, 
Calvin, Amy, Masao, NN, 
Damiee 

SWRO Plant Opening Day, 
Discussions on conduct 
with kids, implementation 
of schedule for safety, 
hygiene, Water quality, 
waste management, 
SWRO and brine outfall 

Monday June 25, 
2018 

Team meeting and start 
of survey with residents 
NC 

 YC, SI with NC residents Preliminary Household 
Survey relating to affected 
households per 
Construction, discussions 
on water, salt and sewage, 
socioeconomic 
discussions, GRM Process 

Saturday June 29, 
2018 

PIAC with MSPS 
neighbors 
 
 

Juliet, YC, Alisa Langineo First official/preliminary 
discussions with HH by 
MSPS, GRM process 

Monday July 2, 
2018 

Meeting with National 
and Local Police 

YC with Local Police, 
National Police 

Via Conference Call: 
Meeting discussions of 
Traffic Management Plan a 
Traffic Management at 
Oxidation Ditch and NC 
main-road sites 

Wednesday July 
3, 2018 

Meeting with National 
and Local Police 

YC with Local Police, 
National Police 

Via Conference Call: 
Meeting discussions of 
Traffic Management Plan a 
Traffic Management at 
Oxidation Ditch and NC 
main-road sites 

Wednesday July 
3, 2018 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Environmental meeting EB, Julian, Yumi Via online, meeting re:  
Annual Works Permit 
preparation 

Monday July 8, 
2018 

Meeting on 
Environmental progress 

Moriana Phillips, Yumi  Via Conference, meeting 
with GM RMIEPA  

Wednesday July 
11, 2018 

Team Meeting with 
Contractor 

Mick (CCB), YC, GT, EB Meeting to discuss Toilet 
Block demolition, 
relationship to 
hygiene/sanitation and 
environmental degradation 

Wednesday 
August 8, 2018 

HH Survey with 
residents 

YC, SI, NC Residents HSE, affects to fence and 
walkway, GRM process 

Thursday August 
9 

HH Survey with affected 
families 

YC with remaining NC 
residents 

Individual discussions with 
North Camp residents’ 
discussions on impacts, 
health and safety, 
environmental impacts and 
access to basic services, 
GRM process 

Friday August 10 

Team visit and meeting 
with SSP Schools 

EB, YC, GT, Deacon Need School Sanitation Project 
and relevance to health of 
kids, GRM process 

Friday August 10, 
2018 

Team Meeting at site EB, YC, GT Assess current situation of 
Toilet blocks and 
determine importance of a 
new block for the 
communities as a 
transition strategy 

Monday August 14 

Team Meeting 
 

EB, YC, Romeo Short term Community 
impacts from the 
construction works, Toilet 
Blocks, scheduling of 
preliminary meeting with 
key Landowner 

Tuesday August 
15, 2018  

SSP Meeting with 
Schools 

GT, YC, EB, Kiorong Sam Site Meeting with Jabro 
School Principal on design 
and health positive impacts 
for SSP Project, GRM 
process 

Tuesday August 
15 

Meeting with Landowner Yumi, Alap Nelson Update on the new 
proposal for demolition of 
Toilet Blocks, refresher on 
GRM process 

Wed August 16 

Site Meeting Michael, Jeremy, Yumi, 
Julian 

SWRO Safety operations, 
Well Sites, brine 
discharges review 

Friday August 18 

  Team Meeting with 
North Camp  

GT, YC, EB with Roseann 
(resident of North Camp) 

  Met at NC site visits to 
discuss with Neighbor 
about best option to locate 
connection for a few of the 
surrounding neighbors 
inside property fence 

Monday August 21 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

Team Meeting with 
Church by Brine outfall 

YC, EB, Asst Pastor Meeting to discuss any 
negative effects observed 
by the church  

Wednesday 
August 23 

Team meeting with 
Contractor 

 YC, GT, Digga Safeguards monitoring 
issues  e.g. waste 
management and also just 
discussed just to confirm 
that as at August, no 
resettlement matters at NC 
and Fire Victim where 
earlier we thought might be  

Friday August 24 

 Assessment visit to NC  YC, EB, GT  Supervision, Safeguards 
Monitoring, discussions 
with individual residents 

 Monday August 
27, 2018 

Response to EPA 
concerns 

 
RA, YC, EB 

  Discussions on 
Environmental concerns 
from Ebeye EPA, 
particularly on the 
remnants of the excavated 
roads at  Loie Weto and 
water quality from the 
SWRO.  Also, concerns 
that existing pipes for 
water is toxic and water 
distribution is affected. All 
of these are sorted out 
same time of discussions.   

 
 
Wed August 29, 
2018 

PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with CCB  

YC, Digga, Mick, SE Welcome, Safeguards with 
crew, safety of KAJUR 
investments (due to 
property damage at 
KAJUR apartments), public 
relations and cultural 
protocols 

Friday August 31  

PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR with CCB Island 
Crew 

YC, Daniel, Tirai, Takai Safeguards issues, public 
relations 

Saturday Sept 01 

 PIAC on behalf of 
KAJUR Meeting with 
KALGOV 

 City Manager Scott, YC Liaising and coordinating 
issues affecting safety, 
degradation to the road 
and public relations 

Thursday 
September 6 

Team Meeting with 
Contractor 

EB, YC, SE Public relations, safety of 
children, adverse effects to 
investments due to road 
potholes resulting partly 
from Projects works 
excavations 

Thursday Sept 6 

Team visit and meeting 
with Queen of Peace 

YC, GT, EB, Jessica Calep 
(Queen of Peace Principal) 

School Sanitation Project, 
HSE matters around 
construction safety, 
working around children 

 Friday Sept 7 



 

Meeting description Attendees Outcomes Date held 

SSP04 HSE meeting  Chris Bing (AC 
Constructions), Yumi 

Coordinating a meeting for 
Pre-start of SSP works, 
and discussions on the 
importance of health and 
safety for the community 
during construction, any 
garbage to be properly 
handled 

 
Monday Sept 10 

Team meeting with EPA Jerry, Daniel, Damiee, YC Environmental impacts 
relating to waste oils 
Relating to any spills on 
the road from KAJUR 
and/or waste oils to the 
dump site, or draining from 
large waste containers at 
the Power Plant which 
could potentially also 
impact or be tied to the 
EWSSP 

Tuesday Sept 11, 
2018 

Discussion on Brine 
outfall monitoring 

EB, YC, RA, GT Discussions on Brine 
discharges results relating 
to Water Production 

Wed Sept 13 

Team Meeting  
 
 

Julian, YC, EB Safety of investments and 
disciplinary warning to staff 
operating the SWRO and 
work performance 

Friday Sept 15 

 1st Team Meeting with 
AC Constructions 

 Chris Bing (AC 
Construction), EB, YC 

Pre-start meeting with AC 
Construction, HSE and 
Environmental discussions 

 
Wed Sept 19 

 Meeting with residents 
re MSPS 

Yumi, Malcolm  Site visit MSPS and 
talking with affected 
residents 

 Friday Sept 21 

Team meeting with 
residents at MSPS  

Juliet and Family, and 
extended family, Yumi, 
Phoebe 

MSPS residents survey 
and meeting with family, 
explaining possible 
impacts, temporary 
relocation 

Saturday Sept 22 

Team visit/site meeting 
with Contractor 

Bill (CCB), Malcolm (CCB), 
PM, YC, EB 

Team site visit to NC and 
discussing connections to 
areas not quite known, any 
safeguards issues 

Monday Sept 24 

Team Meeting RA, PM, EB, YC, GT Progress of works, 
safeguards issues, toilet 
blocks, next NC 
Community meeting 

Tuesday Sept 25 

PIAC Meeting with 
MSPS Res 

Alisa (Rep) family and Yumi Discussions on potential 
impacts to siblings’ rooms, 
and fence will be taken 
down, might need to move 
family  

Friday Sept 28 

PIAC with AC 
Construction 

Lito (AC Construction), GT, 
YC 

SSP commencement 
discussions, equipment 
and safety 

Saturday Sept 29 



 

Appendix C – Significant grievance claims related to the project during 
this monitoring period 

List of Grievance or issues significant enough during this 
Monitoring Period with potential to halt works 

Status Project  Potential 
Significant 
Impact 

Use of land not on KAJUR lease – June 21, KAJUR requested the 

PIAC to mediate and discuss with the Alap Landowner re land not 

part of KAJUR land lease but already used by Contractor which 

was a result of mis-information provided to the Contractor. This 

issue was resolved immediately and is currently part of the Water 

and Sanitation area of works site at Oxidation Ditch 

Resolved  
WSSP-03 High 

Some of the members of Loie community. Garbage piling up and 

no pick up due to excavation works at the early stages of the 

Project as the road was blocked between end of Loie South.  

Blockades were also put on at the opposite site end of the 

Mormon Church before the Water Tap area. 

Resolved 
WSSP-03 Medium to 

High 

NTA Management:  excavations at North Camp causing problems 

to NTA assets 

Resolved 
WSSP-03 Medium to 

High 

KALGOV- concerns from Local Council re:  impacts of 

excavations adjacent to Hospital coupled with rain causing 

potholes affecting people’s vehicles 

Resolved 
WSSP -03 Medium  

KAJUR Management:  Issues with door of one of the apartments 

at the Training Center broken off by one of their staff. All ok within 

a day.   

Resolved 
WSSP-03 Medium 

Business west side/across from the SWRO site, concerned 
reduced traffic if crossing area from the east opening through the 
SWRO wells site 

Resolved WSSP03 

and 

EWSSP01 

Medium to 

low 



 

Appendix D – Minutes of stakeholder engagement meeting for kick-off 
of contract EWSSP-WSSP03 



 

Appendix E – KAJUR Works Permit 



 

Appendix F – Notes from meeting with Alap Nelson regarding erection 
of fence at Oxidation Ditch 
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